
 

 

DEPARTMENT OF PERSIAN 
 

 

Programme outcome: 
 

Persian is language, also known as Farsi, is the most widely spoken language of the Iranian 

branch of the Indo-Iranian languages, a sub-family of the Indo-European languages. It is spoken by the 

majority of people in Afghanistan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan, smaller group of Russia, Georgia, 

Armenia, Pakistan, Western China, Bahrain, Sweden, Iraq, Kuwait, Oman and Azerbaijan.  

After completion of Persian Honours a student associate himself with learning Persian as a 

foreign language in India as well as in Western Asian countries or central Asian countries where  

Persian , Dari and Tajki provides a competitive fields with opportunity of jobs and trades. Our entire 

curriculum of UG is very useful and beneficial for those who want to learn a language of Historical 

importance. Knowing the Persian language can make a student to understand the concept of particular 

historical and cultural narrative. Student also can be familiar by political, economic and socio-

ideological order of Persian world.  It opens new career and job opportunities in India such as military, 

intelligence, diplomatic agencies, Tourism, foreign National Embassy etc. We know that India has trade 

relation with Persian Spoken countries our syllabus makes also a student translator or interpreter. Under 

the new educational policy , we are going to develop such  a curriculum that students can benefit more 

and increase their participation in private and Government Sectors commerce and trade and others 

fields. 

 Persian has been the court language of India and its influences can be seen on the modern 

languages of India. Therefore, after reading Persian the works of connecting hearts can be done which 

is necessary for the unity of India. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Course Outcome: 

 

Corse Code Course Name Course  Outcome 

CC1 History of Persian 

Literature 

 Students become familiar with the Persian World 

CC2 Persian Prose (Modern) Students are introduced to modern Persian Prose. 

GE1 Generic Elective Students can acquire special/ advance knowledge 

AECC1 Communicative 

English /MIL 

It is based upon the continent that leads to knowledge 

enhancement. 

CC3 History of Persian 

Literature (Classical) 

After reading this paper, students became familiar with 

the poetry of classical poets. 

CC4 Persian poetry 

(Classical and Modern) 

After reading this paper students can differentiate between 

the diction of classical and modern.   

GE2 Generic Elective Students can acquire special/ advance knowledge  

AECC2 Environmental studies It is based upon the continent that leads to knowledge 

enhancement. 

CC5 History of Poetry  Students can be familiar with the history of Persian 

language and literature. 

CC6 History of Persian 

literature in India 

during Delhi Sultans 

As we know Persian language has been the court language 

of India till 1833. A treasury house of information is found 

in this language and by this students can be familiar with   

our tradition and culture and Education of Medieval India.  

CC7 History of Persian 

literature in India 

during Mughal 

Persian was the court language of Mughal. A number 

Poets, writers of Iran came and settled here and they 

produced valuable literature, Art and Paintings. Students 

can be achieved the knowledge of said above. 

SEC A Translation and 

composition 

By this, students will step towards the professional field 

and present themselves as an translators. 

GE3 Generic Elective Students can acquire special/ advance knowledge 

CC8 Modern Persian Poetry After reading this paper, students became familiar with  

Modern poets as well as their poetry  

CC9 Modern Persian Prose After reading this paper, students became familiar with 

the Modern prose writings and writers. 

CC10 Development of 

Modern Persian  

In the 19
th

 and 20
th

centuries, many plays, Drama, novel 

and fiction were written in Persian. Students can get 

acquainted with new demand of life. 

SECB SEC A Translation and 

Interpretation 

By this, students will step towards the professional field 

and present themselves as Interpretation 

GE4 Generic Elective Students can acquire special/ advance knowledge 



CC11 Mystical Persian 

Literature 

India has been the centers of Mystical thought, Sufis, 

Dervish have produced such literature where human 

values have seen. 

CC12 Ethical Persian 

Literature 

Ethical and Moral values are initial things for good 

humanity. May poets have written the valuable book on it. 

Students can be get the ethical based thought.  

DSE A1 Rhetoric and Prosody Students will learn to read poetry perfectly. 

DSE B1 Root words, Parsing 

and Analysis 

Students will learn to read Persian prose accurately. 

CC13 Persian Literature in 

Bengal(Prose) 

Persian was the court language of Sultanate and Mughal 

and Nawabs periods in Bengal. A numberof Prosewriters 

came from different part of India and settled here. They 

have written the historical, Mystical and Ethical based   

books such as ReyazusSalateen, Tarikh-e-Bangaland 

Maktubat-e- Noor Qutub-e-Alametc. Students can be 

achieved the knowledge of said above. 

CC14 Persian Literature in 

Bengal(Poetry) 

As it has been mentioned above that Persian was the court 

language of Sultanate and Mughal and Nawabs periods in 

Bengal. A number of Poets composed their poetry which 

is valuble for the Bengal as well as the Persian world.  

DSE A2 History of Modern 

Persian world 

Persian is spoken and understood in seven countries. 

Students will be familiar with the literature and language 

and culture of those countries.  

DSE B2 Persian linguistics The Persian language has a long history. Students will be 

much benefited in pursuing the knowledge of different 

languages and its relation and its philological 

development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


